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Chapter 1 
 

 
  

Graduation 

 

“Felicity Dacruz.” The Dean announced. The microphone 

wasn’t really necessary. The acoustics in St. Paul’s Chapel 

were superb. 

Drey Duncan waited for her name to be announced along 

with 317 fellow graduates of Columbia University’s School 

of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation. Every May this 

group gathered in rented caps and gowns to receive their 

degrees under arches made of Guastavino tiles intertwining 

with red brick. Drey adored Guastavino tiles. 

“Suzette Dadson.” 

It was already approaching the mid-eighties – 

unusually high for this time of year in New York City. Drey 

felt a droplet of sweat forming on her forehead and heading 
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south on her face. Drey was loathe to do anything about it 

as she was convinced that that the students sitting behind 

her had already noticed her excessive fidgeting. By the 

time the bead of sweat arrived at her upper lip it was too 

late anyway. Her brain registered the salt on her tongue. 

“John Dafonseca.” 

Isaac Newton Phelps Stokes was the architect of record 

for St. Paul’s. Drey wondered what it was liked to have the 

high expectations of those first two names, and the money 

that came the last two. And what about having four names in 

the first place. It all just seemed so extravagant. 

“Yifat Dagan.” The Dean hesitated for a moment before 

saying her first name. It sounded like he wanted to make 

sure he pronounced it correctly. 

Byzantine? Italian Rennaisance? Gothic? Mr. I. N. 

Phelps Stokes wasn’t lacking in chutzpah. All three 

architectural styles were used generously in the chapel. 

But to his credit, Drey had to admit, it worked. The chapel 

was positively gorgeous. 

“Brian Dagenhart.” 

How many Dagenharts were there? From the swell of 

applause in the upper right balcony, it sounded like Brian 

had no fewer than forty of them cheering him on. Drey 

craned her neck to get a good look. The gaggle of 

Dagenharts appeared to be wearing matching t-shirts created 

just for the occasion.  

Francine Crawmore, the breathing fossil that ran the 

Architecture School’s administrative office had notified 

the students no fewer than four times that there was an 

absolute maximum of six tickets available to each 
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matriculating student. How Brian had gotten additional 

tickets was anyone’s guess. Well, that wasn’t entirely 

true. Drey had a pretty good idea of how he got at least 

six of his extra tickets. 

“Shereen D’Agostino.” 

Perky, spritely, and overly tanned in Drey’s opinion, 

Shereen bounced up the steps to collect her diploma. The 

audience laughed when Shereen hugged the Dean instead of 

settling for the more formal handshake. Drey thought she 

might vomit in her mouth. Just a little bit. 

“Urvashi Deshpande.” 

Gutzon Borglum – God that was a fantastic name, it 

made Urvashi Deshpande sound like John Smith – carved the 

cherub heads found in the capitals of the four columns on 

the face of St. Paul’s. Drey marveled thinking what it must 

be like for a sculpting hopeful to study in Paris and 

actually befriend Auguste Rodin. Amazing. Looking at her 

classmates Drey didn’t spy any budding Rodins. And though 

Gutzon’s cherubs were beautiful, they were just a warmup 

for his later work – a smallish project carved into the 

side of a mountain in South Dakota. 

“Matthijs Deklerk.” No hesitation this time by the 

Dean. 

Handsome, tall, blonde, and Dutch, Matthijs gleamed in 

the natural light streaming through the lower level stained 

glass and the clerestory windows up above. He’d probably be 

heading back to Holland to design some modern European 

steel and glass monstrosities or windmills or whatever it 

was they built over there these days. 
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Matthijs looked as dry as a bone. Drey could feel the 

sweat forming under her arms now. She tried to hold her 

elbows a little further away from her body to get a little 

air circulating, but there wasn’t much room in the pews. 

“Christine Doherty.” 

Despite the requests of the master of ceremonies, each 

name brought a fresh round of applause from the audience of 

family members, friends, and well-wishers. Drey couldn’t 

help measure how warm a reception each name received. The 

average name got a healthy not just polite baseline of 

applause with a smattering of enthusiastic clappers. But, 

every few names, names like Dagenhart and now Doherty, got 

applause that was well above average with a significant 

portion of cheering, nickname mentioning, and the like. 

“Yah Christine.” “You rock Chrissy.” Apparently nobody had 

informed the Dohertys that they were not at Fenway Park. 

“Tiffany Dumpert.” 

Tiffany’s unfortunate last name didn’t appear to 

interfere with her ability to walk gracefully across the 

stage. Drey imagined that if her own last name had been 

Dumpert, she might slink rather than glide. Drey chided 

herself for noticing the generous applause meted out even 

for Tiffany Dumpert. 

“Brandon Dunaway.”  

Brandon had been sitting to Drey’s right. So when he 

got up, Drey had dutifully followed getting in line behind 

him to the right of the stage. There was more room to hold 

her arms away from her torso, but the short walk made her 

hotter and sweatier. 
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Drey would have preferred to have a smaller ceremony 

with the other fifteen students getting their Masters of 

Historic Preservation – instead of the broader group of 

Masters of Architecture graduates. They could have all fit 

in the crypt, a stone lined room underneath the chapel that 

served primarily as a coffeehouse on weekends during the 

school year. It would be much cooler down below. And 

besides, it was a crypt. What was more interesting than 

getting your diploma in a crypt? 

Or maybe they could hold commencement for just Drey 

and the other two students getting dual Masters degrees in 

Historical Preservation and Architecture. The ceremony 

wouldn’t take more than 90 seconds. Drey looked down at her 

gown, sweat stains had started to bloom under her arms 

where the gown had stuck to her. 

“Dry Duncan.” The Dean’s voice resonated across the 

chapel. The faculty member handing the Dean diplomas from a 

large wooden box leaned over and whispered in the Dean’s 

ear. The Dean made a second attempt, “Drey, Drey Duncan.” 

Drey’s lips were thin as she ascended the stone stairs 

to collect her document. The last thing Drey felt was 

‘dry’. She wouldn’t be hugging anybody in her sweaty state. 

She could only imagine the Dean’s reaction if she’d even 

tried. Assembled friends and family would probably yield a 

collective gasp.  

Drey imagined that she didn’t gleam in the light so 

much as shine greasily, like a turkey on Thanksgiving 

recently slathered in butter.  

Despite promising herself that she wouldn’t, Drey did 

some mental calculations. No “Go Dreys” or whistles. No 
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matching t-shirts. To Drey, what little applause there was 

sounded weak and indifferent. It was like the moment in the 

movie when the audience decides nothing important is 

happening and it’s a good time to pee.  

As Drey walked down the steps on the far side of the 

stage she thought to herself, perhaps the audience was 

right to applaud so tepidly. Nothing important was 

happening after all. 

§ 

Drey dodged the clusters of hugging families, 

desperately trying to avoid being an inadvertent and 

unwanted subject in a classmate’s graduation photograph. 

Her blotchy gown stuffed in her handbag, and her cap in 

hand, she navigated the campus she’d attended for the last 

three years. 

Normally a double masters would take four years but 

Drey had taken on an above average course load and had 

spent the summers working towards her degrees. The casual 

observer might think Drey an overachiever, or even a 

prodigy given how quickly she finished her work. But Drey 

knew the truth, she’d had no choice. An extra year of 

school meant an extra year of debt. And debt was one thing 

Drey didn’t need more of. 

The Columbia University bookstore was only a six 

minute walk from St. Paul’s Chapel. Now out of her 

commencement outfit, Drey enjoyed the sun on her face as 

she walked but not for too long. She hurried as she was 

already late for her shift at the bookstore’s information 

desk. 
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The glass façade of the building was not really to 

Drey’s liking. But the 1950’s monstrosity that this new 

building had replaced was even less appealing. It was like 

architects had lost interest in detail and human 

craftsmanship. Drey felt that while they championed 

understatement, what they really delivered was lack of any 

statement at all. 

But nobody had asked Drey her opinion on the matter. 

The soulless glass confines of Alfred Lerner Hall were 

where Drey scraped together what little money she could. 

Drey was pretty sure that the slight scraggle of hair 

on Zeke Duchamp’s chin received more attention and grooming 

in one day than the hair on her head did in an entire week. 

It took a lot of time to give it that, I’m too busy reading 

my McSweeney’s to give a crap look.  

It took every ounce of Drey’s willpower not to 

casually nickname her 22 year old boss “douche”. It wasn’t 

so much that he was two years her junior. It was that she 

was almost positive he’d changed his name from something 

boring, like Larry, to Zeke, to sound hipper. For god’s 

sake, he was from New Hampshire. How hip could he be? 

Zeke/Larry/Douche nodded as Drey placed her bag under 

the desk and took her place. 

“Sorry I’m late.” 

Zeke was eating and reading McSweeney’s. Mouth full of 

banana, and without taking his eyes off his magazine, Zeke 

said, “Dja gradjooate?” Zeke chewed. 

“Yeah. It’s done. I’m official.” Drey said. 
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“Cool.” Zeke had finally swallowed his bite. “What’s 

your summer looking like?” 

Zeke had never really expressed an interest in much 

beyond his facial hair and his reading material before. 

Drey wasn’t sure where this was leading. 

“Well, I’m guessing it’s gonna look a lot like this, 

since we talked about doubling my hours.” Drey planned to 

work as many hours as possible at the bookstore, saving 

money, until she found a permanent job doing what she 

loved. 

Zeke went back to McSweeney’s. And then, as almost an 

afterthought added, “Oh yeah, that reminds me. That’s not 

really gonna work.” 

Drey finally turned her head to face Zeke. “What’s not 

really gonna work.” 

“The whole doubling hours thing.” 

“Why not?” Drey said trying to keep the quaver from 

her voice. 

Zeke had taken another bite of banana and now decided 

to be polite waiting to respond until he finished his 

interminable chewing. “Turns out that the University has 

decided to do some remodeling of the store this summer, so 

we’re going to be at skeletal staff while they drape off 

half the place and paint or something.” 

“So I’ll have my regular hours while they remodel?” 

Drey was already plotting in her head, where she might be 

able to find more part-time work to supplement her meager 

bookstore earnings. 
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“Nah. Today’s your last day.” Zeke took another bite 

of banana. 

Even Drey’s usually quick and adaptable mind got 

derailed by this news. She was being fired. Fired. By Larry 

‘The Douche’ Duchamp. While he ate a banana. 

Drey knew that forgoing the remaining hours of her now 

final shift was a luxury she couldn’t afford. Least of all 

out of personal pride. But that scraggly beard now had a 

bit of banana string caught in it, and Drey couldn’t look 

at it or its owner for even another second. 

Drey collected her things, stood up from her chair, 

and said, “Ah. Ok. Thanks for letting me know. Larry,” Drey 

looked right in Zeke’s eyes, “It’s been a real pleasure 

working with you.” Drey made a beeline for the exit trying 

not to look like she was hurrying. 

§ 

Drey wandered the campus not really sure where she was 

heading. Supporting yourself through graduate school was a 

challenge no matter where you were. Doing it in New York 

City carried an olympic level of difficulty. Drey was 

barely scraping by as it was.  

Drey had hoped to have a full-time job by now, or at 

least a contract. There wasn’t exactly a huge call for 

historical preservationists and Drey was willing to move 

pretty much anywhere for work. Not that Drey could really 

be considered much of an expert. Three years of graduate 

school and a thesis on the preservation of a hundred-year-

old ballroom in a hotel in Spokane, Washington were not 
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considered a real professional pedigree by pretty much 

anyone. 

Many of her wealthier classmates, which was pretty 

much all of them, had been able to spend summers and 

vacations volunteering on various projects including 

restoring a colonial era plantation in Virginia, preserving 

a stunning vintage airplane hangar in Maine, and some had 

even spent a summer restoring art in a 14th century castle 

in the Italian Alps. The Alps for god’s sake. 

Drey had spent her summers restoring her dignity after 

each progressively depressing shift with Zeke at the 

university bookstore. What exactly was she going to do now? 

Drey looked up and found herself in front of Avery 

Hall, her second home for the last three years. In fact, 

she’d spent more time there than in her actual home. 

Thankfully she’d avoided seeing any of her classmates 

lingering in celebration despite the fact that St. Paul’s 

Chapel was in between the bookstore and the building that 

housed Columbia’s Architecture School. 

Four brownish gray ionic columns draped three wide 

doors topped with fanlights. It was a classic façade, but 

not something particularly special. But inside, Drey had 

spent countless hours in the Avery Architectural and Fine 

Arts Library. Corinthian columns lined the main reading 

room and a coffered ceiling hung over Drey like a warm 

comforter as she studied. 

During particularly intense study sessions, Drey would 

sometimes take a break from studying to take in the 

surroundings. Closing her eyes and concentrating hard she 

would imagine that she could rewind time. And when she 
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opened them, everything in the room had taken on a sepia 

tone and people were dressed in period clothes. 

Once-in-awhile, if she timed it just right, she would 

drop in on key moments in the history of the school. Gehry 

had been a student. Calatrava had gotten an honorary degree 

only a few years earlier. Wright’s archives were housed in 

this very building. 

But Drey liked to go back even further. Drey could see 

not only the ghosts of the people that had occupied the 

space, but she could see the ghost of what the building had 

once been. Architectural features long ago covered, or lost 

by renovations or fires, were visible to her as plain as 

day. Of course, while daydreaming was a fun distraction, 

Drey had more pressing problems. 

Drey had to return her cap and gown and clear out her 

mailbox anyway. Maybe Francine wouldn’t be at her desk in 

the graduate student office and Drey could escape Columbia 

without ever seeing her again. No such luck. 

“Ms. Duncan.” Francine Crawmore held Drey’s crumpled 

gown with the very tips of her fingers. Drey was sure she 

would have used industrial strength tongs and a hazmat suit 

if she’d had them handy. 

Drey looked through her small slot in the wall of 

inboxes. Three different memos from Crawmore on exit 

procedures for graduating students and not much else. Drey 

was pretty sure that Francine Crawmore viewed e-mail the 

same way she’d viewed Drey’s sweaty gown. 

Drey overheard Crawmore lecturing over the phone. “No 

sir. The academic year has ended. Our job board opens again 

in the fall.”  
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Drey’s ears pricked up. She pretended to be 

extraordinarily interested in her mail while she listened 

intently to the one-sided conversation. 

“We have roughly thirty-five students with a 

concentration in historical preservation.” 

“As I said sir, they are either graduated, or off for 

the summer.” 

“OK, but I really don’t see what purpose it would 

serve.” 

Out of the corner of her eye Drey watched Crawmore 

claw at her pad and pen while balancing the phone in the 

crook of her neck. 

Crawmore wrote on the yellow pad. “Uh huh. Uh huh.” 

Crawmore tore the piece of paper from the pad and crumpling 

it into a little yellow ball. “Absolutely. I’ll make sure 

it’s posted in a prominent location.”  

Drey watched Crawmore hang up the phone with one hand 

and place the crumpled ball in her trash can with the other 

in one fluid motion. It looked like she’d had practice. 

Drey couldn’t think of a reason a sane person wouldn’t 

give her the piece of paper now sitting somewhere in the 

trash can under Crawmore’s desk. But Drey was pretty sure 

that Francine Crawmore’s insanity had been steeping for 

decades into a fine and concentrated brew. 

And really, what guarantee was there that she’d 

written down the person’s actual number. What would the 

point of that be if she’d intended to throw it out anyway? 

Drey fantasized about just being direct and polite 

with Crawmore. Mrs. Crawmore, I apologize, but I 
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accidentally overheard that someone might be interested in 

hiring one of the HP students for a job? It’s funny, but it 

turns out I’m looking for work right now and if you 

wouldn’t mind giving me their phone number, I’d love to 

give them a call. 

A series of possible outcomes flashed in Drey’s mind 

in rapid succession. Crawmore would get upset at Drey for 

eavesdropping. Crawmore would judge her for being ‘in 

between jobs’ and not give her the number out of spite. 

Crawmore would laugh and say Oh honey, I didn’t actually 

write down the number. Or the most likely outcome, Crawmore 

would just pretend the phone call had never happened at 

all. 

In three years of coming into this office Drey had 

never seen Francine Crawmore rise from her desk. If she was 

being honest with herself, she wasn’t entirely sure 

Crawmore could walk. She was just slowly disintegrating 

into her chair.  

Inspiration struck. “Mrs. Crawmore?” 

“Yes Ms. Duncan.” Crawmore’s voice scraped across the 

room like metal on concrete. 

“I think whoever sorts the mail got confused. 

Everything appears to be off by one mailbox. I have Brian 

Dunaway’s mail. He appears to have Tiffany Dumpert’s mail. 

And I think it keeps going.” Drey opened her eyes as wide 

as she could hoping her impression of earnestness wouldn’t 

backfire. 

“Oh for pete’s sake.” Crawmore raised herself from her 

chair. 
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She could walk! The old woman was relatively spry for 

however old she was. Her steps were small but they were 

quick.  

“Well, I gotta go. Thanks for all your help.” Drey 

moved across the room towards Crawmore’s desk as quickly as 

she dared, crumpling her notices in her hands as she 

walked. 

Drey went to deposit her trash in Crawmore’s trash can 

only to see no fewer than a dozen crumpled yellow pieces of 

paper atop the remains of the remains of Crawmore’s tuna 

fish sandwich lunch. Did this woman give anyone their 

messages? Any second Crawmore would turn around. Drey 

grabbed as many of the yellow balls as she could stuffing 

them into her bag as quickly as possible. 

“Everything seems to be in order Ms. Duncan.” Crawmore 

said as she turned back to Drey. Crawmore registered mild 

surprise as she saw Drey now standing behind her desk. 

“Oh. I must have been confused. Sorry about that. It’s 

probably the excitement of graduation has me a little 

discombobulated.” 

Crawmore rolled her eyes and shook her head as she 

made the small-stepped trek back to her desk. “Shoo Ms. 

Duncan. I need to get back to work now.” 

Drey Duncan, dutifully shooed. 

§ 

The convenience of its location and the fact that the 

slices at Koronet Pizza were enormous and therefore 

economical would have been enough to make it Drey’s 
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favorite pizza place. But pizza was Drey’s favorite food, 

and Koronet’s Pizza was delicious. 

The grease was already seeping into the paper plate 

Drey was carrying to the row of stools facing the wall. 

Drey refused to have the giant slice cut in half as some 

students did. She considered it cheating. The slice had 

exceptional foldability letting her eat it with one hand 

while she fished around in her handbag for the seven 

crumpled pieces of yellow paper she’d managed to liberate 

from Crawmore’s clutches. 

Drey had forced herself to get all the way to 

Koronet’s before examining the contents of her haul. 

Somewhere in the back of her mind she imagined Crawmore 

inventorying her trash can as soon as she’d sat down and 

using small deliberate steps to chase Drey across campus to 

retrieve the stolen booty. 

But now, in the safety of her favorite pizza place, 

and with a couple of bites in her belly, Drey spread the 

papers out on the counter in front of her. Drey hoped hard 

that the one she wanted was among them. 

Three were names of people that she didn’t recognize. 

She put those aside hoping none of them were the person she 

needed to contact as that would involve more research. One 

was a reminder to buy more tuna fish with a fat checkmark 

next to it. The final three were phone numbers. 

One of the phone numbers was only nine digits. Drey 

was pretty sure there was no place in North America she 

could dial using only nine digits. Written on each of the 

remaining two sheets were local phone numbers containing 
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all ten digits. Drey mentally crossed her fingers and 

dialed the first on her cell phone. 

After one ring, an answering machine picked up. An old 

man’s voice said, “Hello and thank you for calling the 

Biyalistok Clock Shop. We repair and sell all types of 

clocks and barometers. But not right at this moment as we 

are closed. Please call back during regular business 

hours.” Then there was a pause, and the sound of fumbling. 

The old man’s voice came back on briefly from a distance, 

“How do I – ” and then Drey heard the beep. 

Drey imagined that Francine was having a torrid affair 

with Mr. Biyalistok. She also imagined that a clock repair 

shop was unlikely to need the services of a historical 

preservation graduate student. Drey smiled briefly until 

she remembered that she was down to only one more number. 

Drey dialed and hoped. 

A pleasant female voice answered. “Kornblum, Schwartz, 

Lefkowitz, and Ciebleman. May I help you?” 

Drey had been so worried about getting in touch with 

whoever was on the other end of that phone call that she 

hadn’t taken a moment to consider what she would actually 

say should she succeed. 

“Uh, yeah, hi. I, uh, got this number from the 

Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture. I was 

told someone was looking for a – ” Drey searched for the 

right term “for an expert in historical preservation and 

architecture?” Drey imagined that her voice sounded 

somewhere far below confident. 

The half second of silence that followed seemed like 

minutes to Drey. 
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“Why yes. Thank you for calling so quickly. One moment 

please.” The pleasant voice put Drey on hold. 

After a moment a man’s gruff voice came on the line. 

“You from the school?” 

“Yes. Columbia.” Drey answered. 

“You’re a professor there?” The man asked. 

“Uh, no, I’m a grad student. Or at least I was. I 

graduated today. But I have plenty of practical experience 

as well.” Drey felt like she was starting to babble so she 

stopped talking.  

Drey thought she could hear the man on the other end 

of the line weighing his options. 

Finally, he spoke. “Well, it looks like we’re out of 

options so you’ll have to do.” 

§ 

Drey wolfed down three enormous bites finishing off 

her enormous slice of pizza, walked out the door of 

Koronet’s, and headed south on Broadway. 

It turned out that Drey had been speaking to the 

Lefkowitz of Kornblum, Schwartz, Lefkowitz, and Ciebleman. 

Not the original Lefkowitz mind you, but the son, or 

grandson. Drey wasn’t entirely sure as she was still trying 

to process what Lefkowitz Jr./III had said. 

Why Drey had never heard of the Oppenheimer Opal she 

wasn’t entirely sure. Abandoned iconic buildings are like 

Disneyland for architecture geeks. The Opal was only a 

dozen blocks from where she’d spent the last three years 
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studying. A late night incursion into the Opal would have 

been a welcome distraction. 

According to Lefkowitz, the Opal had opened in 1931 to 

much fanfare. An art deco palace, Lefkowitz had said. For 

some reason, and Lefkowitz was vague on this point, the 

hotel opened on a Friday and closed the following Monday – 

permanently. Its opening weekend had been its only weekend. 

And nobody had entered the premises in 84 years. 

Could this really be possible? An abandoned art deco 

palace, sealed shut for 84 years, existed in the middle of 

Manhattan? Drey had started to pepper Lefkowitz with 

questions when he interrupted her with six words. 

“The job pays ten thousand dollars.” 

Drey stopped asking questions and simply said “I’m 

in.” 

Lefkowitz went on to explain that his law firm was 

handling an estate whose holdings were comprised almost 

entirely of the hotel itself. Apparently an evaluation 

needed to be made as to whether the hotel could be salvaged 

or if it needed to be torn down as the two paths would 

radically change the valuation. The court was under 

deadline to close on distributing the assets of the estate 

by the close of business on Friday, and the law firm needed 

an expert opinion immediately. 

Drey thought of asking why they had waited this long 

to find someone, why the deadline existed, and why 

Lefkowitz and Company hadn’t contacted any of a number of 

professional firms that engaged in high end historical 

preservation. Then Drey thought of ten thousand reasons why 

she shouldn’t bring up any of those issues at all.  
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After fifteen minutes of walking Drey found the 

address Lefkowitz had supplied. He’d said the front door 

would be open for her. Drey wasn’t sure how an abandoned 

building with an unlocked front door in the middle of 

Manhattan hadn’t become an ad-hoc apartment complex for the 

homeless and drug-addicted, but again, she kept her 

questions to herself. 

The Opal was magnificent. Architects and builders 

named structures after gems all the time. But this time the 

name could not have been more appropriate. 

Art deco buildings were studies in geometric 

decoration. Bas relief designs including chevrons, 

ziggurats, and sunrise patterns covered the structure. 

Smooth-faced stone glowed in the late afternoon Manhattan 

sun.  

Sharp-edged, low-relief, androgynous faces of what 

were likely Greek gods dotted the surface. Carved stone 

statues with wings – Hermes maybe – looked like they were 

ready to leap off their corner balconies and fly through 

the Manhattan skyline. The building looked to be about 

fourteen or fifteen stories high and arranged like a 

wedding cake – a beautifully designed, granite and brass, 

architecturally sumptuous, wedding cake. Drey couldn’t 

believe it, but for the moment, it was all hers. 

Three brushed brass doors with intricate geometric 

designs - apparently made for giants – were set dead center 

at ground level. Drey pulled on the enormous handle of the 

center door. Despite Lefkowitz’s promise that it would be 

unlocked, Drey still found herself surprised when it opened 

smoothly. Drey looked up at the face of the building 
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towering over her one last time and tentatively took her 

first steps into the lobby of the Oppenheimer Opal. 


